The pentagonal area as well as the other part of the main island can be dismantled and transported to other areas. So after the Olympic, our main island can be moved towards a transformer.

When it rains, the five petals inside can close to resist the rain and guarantee the match go on smoothly.

The island on the sea is a big energy-collecting machine. Many people work on the ground. The pressure can be transformed into the energy.

The outside five petals can restore energy which can offer the electrical energy to the main stadium. In this way, everyone can make energy to support the Olympic.

When it’s sunny, the inside five petals will work as five solar panels. They will open and increase the interface to the sunshine to collect the energy from the sun.

Our main station includes a bus station and a railway station. This station together with Sihuihe Station can make transportation work on well.

The buses in the main station specially prepare for the athletes. And some of the bus are prepared for tourists.

This area is designed in Japanese style for tourists. This area is not only very close to the two main station, but also very close to the main stadium and other attractions. In addition, tourists can enjoy the elegant environment, buy many souvenirs and learn some Japanese culture.

Around the main island, on the west and east locates many modern houses. They are designed for visitors who want to experience the Olympic.

Water Front Paradise